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ABSTRACT  

Preimplantation genetic diagnosis (PGD) is at the intersection of assisted reproduction and 

clinical genetics. PGD precedes prenatal diagnosis because consists in biopsy of a single 

embryonic cell and its examination excluding genetic risks before embryo transfer back to 

mother uterus. 

Methods within PGD can offer all spectrums of possible investigations of a single cell, whether 

focused on monogenic disorders, chromosomal aberration or abnormality of whole genome.    

Monogenic diseases in embryos can be detected by direct or indirect linkage analysis. Indirect 

linkage analysis has the advantage compared to direct analysis that it is able to indentify 

pertinent aberration of examined chromosome. 

Indirect linkage analysis is characterised by preimplantation genetic haplotyping (PGH) which 

is prime and important constituent of PGD cycle. PGH is based on family anamnesis for 

determination of pathologic/ high-risk (mutation-associated) haplotype and healthy/ low-risk 

(without mutation) haplotype by comparison with the haplotypes of other family members. 

PGD cycle requires in vitro fertilisation (IVF). IVF cycle includes hormonal stimulation, biopsy 

of oocytes and their fertilisation outside proband body, embryo cultivation, biopsy of 

blastomere/ trophoectoderm and embryo implantation. Third day after fertilisation, biopsied 

blastomere is examined using whole genome amplification (MDA – Multiple Displacement 

Amplification) and fragmentation analysis (STR analysis – Short Tandem Repeat analysis). In 

case of ambiguous results from the blastomere, analysis of the trophectoderm can be repeated 

on fourth day for the healthy embryo to be transferred on day 5. 

As a whole 260 PGD cycles for disorders of various genetic burdens were performed whereas 

approximately one fifth from this number belonged to diseases with gene located on 

chromosome X. The results were focused on X-linked disorders due to their specific mode of 

inheritance and because they form the largest group of diseases located on chromosome X. 

Further, sequencing analysis of a single cell was first performed during PGD cycle of X-linked 

disease to indentify affected or healthy male embryo because of crossing over (C-O) occurring 

in the area of the MTM1 gene. 

The reliability of procedure using MDA reaction followed by STR analysis was supported by 

low 24% ADO rate and total 42% success rate of pregnancy in PGD. Total success rate of 

pregnancy is characterised as number of confirmed gravidity per embryo transfer, it also 

included embryo development and entire IVF process. Moreover, the proof of efficiency and 

sensitivity of this method may be the fact that analysis using trophoectoderm for confirmation 

of results was carried out only in 4 % cases of all examined. 


